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****DRAFT**** DRAFT**** DRAFT**** DRAFT**** 

Interim Report 
Round 4 - Trails Town Hall Comments 

 

Prepared by: Michael Fraidenburg, Blog Facilitator for Responsive Management 
(www.ResponsiveManagement.com), contractor to the Recreation and Conservation 
Office for this work.  

 

Background – The Town Hall Blog Web Site 

Part of the 2013 revision of Washington’s Trails and NOVA Plans is the use of an Internet 
blog web site to collect general public input (see, http://watrailstownhall.wordpress.com).  The 
format is to pose questions asking stakeholders to provide narrative answers about the 
provision of trails recreation opportunities administered under these plans and discuss 
the implications of their answers.  This interim report documents the results from the 
one round of input.  

Caveats:  

• This is a draft document, do not cite as a definitive source.  This interim 
report is being made available to ensure the results of the public discussion on 
trails and NOVA planning are made available as the plans are being developed 
instead of after it is finalized.  Treat these reports as provisional and subject to 
change when the final report is compiled.  

• Do not extrapolate these comments to the state as a whole.  In a blog 
discussion respondents self-select for participation.  This means there is no 
effort to sample stakeholders in a scientifically valid way (i.e., random 
sampling).  Consequently, it would be inappropriate to ascribe quantitative 
meanings (e.g., percentages, majority/minority sentiments, trends) on any issue.  
Treat these results as valid opinions of individuals, not as a summary of results 
that are generally applicable across the state. 

• The results are informative.  Despite the qualification above, the stakeholder 
input is valuable much in the same way as are results from a focus group (i.e., as 
qualitative descriptions of the core issues that surround the questions posed to 
stakeholders).  This form of input is useful in naming the issues that are 
important to stakeholders and for gaining first-level insight about why the issues 
are important to them.  A value of this method for collecting public input is that 
people can react to each others’ comments and in so doing they stimulate 
additional discussion from one another. 

With these cautions in mind, below are the results from the first round of input from 
the Internet Town Hall blog discussion.  
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Summary Observations by the Blog Facilitator 

 

34 people commented in this round of discussion.  They provided 37 comments.  Below 
is a summary of the themes contained in the commenting followed by a verbatim 
reporting of all comments.  

_________________________________________________ 

 

Aspirations Expressed by Town Hall Contributors 

 

“The government can’t fix this problem until each user respects other users’ rights to 
the trail.” 

“All trail activists need to stick together and unite for trails.” 

“I agree with Kathleen.  We need to respect the reasons different groups of people 
want to get outdoors.  As others have said, it looks like there’s enough land for a wide 
variety of trails and experiences.  We’re not arguing about ‘elites’ here, it seems to 
me, but about what it means to share something.  We have separate urban spaces for 
different types of activities –think schools, malls, residential areas, and so on– and yet 
we still ‘share’ the city–think roads, civic spirit, elections.  We can do the same in non-
urban areas: share them by agreeing on what activities get separate spaces and which 
ones are to be used by all.” 

“Right now, the users groups are more polarized than they should be due to lack of 
understanding each other. Facilitating greater understanding between the groups would 
help the groups understand their common goals rather than keep people focused on 
half truths and outright falsehoods.” 

_________________________________________________ 

 

Things User Groups Can Do On Their Own 

 

Round 4 Question 

In your conversation so far, you have expressed frustration about the various 
trails user groups not cooperating.  How would you fix this problem? 

• What are the things user groups can do to fix this problem on their own 
without asking government to help? 

• What are the things government can do to fix (or help fix) this problem? 
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Cooperative Projects Build Cooperative Behavior 

A commenter articulated this general principle, “As to how everyone can get along, I’ll 
echo what some of the others have said – work together on trail projects.”  Several 
commenters presented the premise that if user groups started working together on 
projects where they have a shared interest, then cooperation would evolve.  A 
backcountry horseman observed that all users are likely to get more attention from 
government managers when they cooperate, “The user groups can and should do 
joint/collaborative projects. When a money issue comes up the agency in question will 
be much more interested in helping if it sees a cohesive group of users not just one 
special interest group.”  This same horseman also noted there are some natural 
alliances where mutual benefit can arise simple because of the different attributes of 
their sport, “The hikers learned some years ago that to get volunteers to work beyond 
about 3 miles from the trail head was very difficult. Now BCHW partners with WTA to 
pack in their tools, food and camp 6, 8 10 or whatever miles.”  A hiker thinks youth 
mentoring, across user sectors, is one way to achieve a long-term solution, 
“…mentoring young hikers/riders on trail etiquette goes a long way to solving the 
problem.” 

 

Participating in Each Others’ Meetings 

Several commenters shared positive benefits that have arisen from the simple act of 
users attending each others’ meetings to share needs, experiences, and explore shared 
values.  A backcountry horseman from Whatcom County said, “We at BCH of Whatcom 
County have had the opportunity to talk at the Bikers meetings, we have invited them 
to meet with us. These meetings help each side to see that we really aren’t so 
different.”  Another commenter said, “I would ask ambassadors from each group 
(people unafraid of conflict and excellent speaking skills) to go attend the meetings of 
the other groups…” 

 

Explicit Events to Promote Mutual Understanding and Cooperation 

A hiker suggests, “I like the previous ideas about a sit-down or picnic with all users 
getting to know each other to find common ground.” 

 

Create Forums for Bringing Users Together 

A user from Mason/Kitsap Counties notes a Department of Natural Resources success in 
his area that can serve as one model for what can be done, 

“Here in our Mason/Kitsap County areas we have what we call a Focus Group 
which is comprised of all user groups like 4×4, Quads, Motorcycle, mountain bike, 
horse, hunters, fishermen, hikers and individuals who are concerned about our 
DNR Managed Lands in our area. We generally meet on the first Thursday of the 
month except for summer months in open public meetings and our local DNR Rec 
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Manager discusses the issues at hand which will or do affect our recreational 
opportunities… 

When any user has specific access, facilities, trails camping or any other 
concerns, they can discuss them at an open forum and the USERS present will 
come up with recommendations to DNR as to how they, the users, want these 
resolved. The DNR Rec Manager asks what all the users think about the topic and 
then calls for a consensus vote as to what actions/rules the users want DNR to 
take. 

We have used this process now for around 20 years it works really well and I 
recommend it for all recreation areas to hash out and resolve conflicts between 
users.” 

Providing an information clearinghouse would help.  In support of the stakeholder ideas 
about user groups interacting more, several users suggested that an impediment is 
simply not knowing when and where each other meets nor about how to contact one 
another.  Therefore, some form of a clearinghouse to make that information easily 
accessible would help.  For example, “Government could also help with having links on 
sites about recreational lands TO the user groups websites so we could have easy access 
to meetings and contacts for the user groups…” 

 

Education and Enforcement 

Several commenters believe there is room for improved education programs.  Respect 
and best multiple-use practices were the themes most of these commenters identified 
as appropriate for educational messaging.  For example, “…the user group umbrella 
organizations need to prioritize educating their groups on the importance of working 
together for more access for everyone.”  Other commenters point out that there are 
some enforcement tools available but the level of enforcement is insufficient.  

_________________________________________________ 

 

Things Government Can Do to Improve Cooperation 

 

Messaging 

There were calls for improved messaging and imaging representing trails users as a 
diverse group.  A backcountry horseman put it this way, “There are hikers, bikers, 
equestrians and others. The photos in their brochures need to show all types so that a 
user hiker in say the North Cascade park when looking at the information will see that 
they might meet a horse on a shared trail.”  One user suggests using ‘respect contracts’ 
wherein users are asked to understand an acknowledge appropriate simultaneous use of 
the same trail, …have patrons sign respect contracts (such as pack it in pack it out/No 
dumping)…” 
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Broadening Opportunity 

Commenters noted that one cause of increasing user-group conflict is a declining 
quantity of opportunity.  An off-road motorist wants the ‘backcountry’ road system 
open, “…open all the Public and private forest land to everyone. If you open all the 
foothill roads back up, you will find that the high country stuff will become less 
populated because we won’t have to go so far away from home to enjoy our hobbie.”  A 
hiker suggests, “Turn roads into multi-use trails instead of a line of tank traps.”  She 
also encourages use of incentive systems to encourage private land owners to open 
opportunities, “Change the property tax law to strongly encourage timber companies 
with millions of acres to keep free public access.”  Many commenters referenced their 
impressions of a maintenance backlog that is affecting supply.  One potential solution 
came from a hiker who recommends changing rules and regulations making it easier to 
use volunteers, “Change the union-protection laws so volunteers can do essential 
services.”  And she recommends user-group support for dedicated funding coming from 
dedicated users, “Promote an excise tax on outdoor equipment (similar to successful 
hunting/fishing model) dedicated to on-the-ground trails/facilities.” 

 

Auditing Agency Performance 

Some argued for a way to assess the way providers provide supply across the diversity 
of user groups, especially in the NOVA program, “Audit the NOVA program and the RCO 
looking for bias, waste, and inconsistencies. Use best management practices instead of 
wasteful reviews to put more funds on the ground.” 

 

Separating ‘Non-Compatible’ Uses 

For some commenters there are inherent differences in recreation modes that make it 
difficult or impossible to reconcile into a multiple-use framework.  For these 
stakeholders separating users is an appropriate policy response.  For example, a 
horsewoman told about safety as a need, “Last year while riding our horses on Mt. 
Spokane, we had a Mountain biker come off of a switchback and was on top of us before 
we even heard him… It was scary for us, (and we are not novice riders.) and also for our 
horses…  I have always been for sharing the wonderful resource’s of our most beautiful 
State.  But after this incident happening, what would solve this issue, to make all 
party’s happy?  As Riders it makes one very uneasy at this issue happening again, while 
enjoying our horse back outing.. If that had happened to a Novice Rider, or Riders and 
green Horses it would have had a terrible ending… So hopefully the area’s need to be 
spit, or some kind of warning , of the danger, of Bikes and Horses…”  Another 
commenter sees that value differences means there is a need for separation, “It is 
apparent that motorized and non-motorized user groups do not have shared values. 
Therefore, we can save time by not arguing values. Equestrians, hikers, mountain 
bikers value quiet, visual enjoyment of natural habitat, and viewing wildlife up close… 
ORV users are seeking varied motorized experiences in back country areas away from 
paved roads. These users do not object to loud motor noise and are not bothered by 
gasoline ordors of exhaust fumes. They appear to prefer a faster mode of travel… It is 
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reasonable for these two user groups to have separate access to separate trail 
systems.”  Another commenter suggests day-rotation to provide reasonable separation 
while making the same area available to different groups, “For areas that are contested 
so much maybe an shared use, but on different days, would work.”  

 

____________________________________________ 

 

Verbatim Comments Submitted on the Town Hall Website 

 

Scott Chezick 

schezick@comcast.net 

Submitted on 2013/07/12 at 9:24 pm 

I think before any measure of fairness or equity is possible it is time to look at some real data and facts 
rather than a flawed and biased survey. According to Washington’s State Comprehensive Outdoor 
Recreation Plan (SCORP), There is a much greater interest in frisbee golf ( which I believe was ranked #17) 
than there is for ORV usage which was ranked in the 40′s if I recall and second to last only behind shooting 
areas. What I would like to see is some real hard data gleaned from visiting the current available areas 
during peak usage periods and getting a real count of the number of actual users. I ride Walker Valley and I 
estimate several hundred users many of which have traveled 1 to 2 hours will use it on a busy Saturday or 
Sunday. I would bet a paycheck that the busiest frisbee golf park set in a the middle of densely populated 
Seattle doesn’t see the same number of users in a month. I don’t buy the validity or collection methods of 
the survey at all. 

 

Travis Redfield 

travis.redfield@gmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/07/12 at 11:51 am 

Sorry if my answer is not completely on topic, I can’t help it… 

 

I ride motorcycles on trail but I am also an avid trail runner and these days I probably accumulate more 
miles on trail running trail than I do riding a motorcycle. That said, I have never felt as a trail runner that I do 
not have adequate access to trails but I can not say the same for riding my motorcycle. 

I enjoy running technical trails, it’s a challenge. I also want to ride technical trails for the same challenge. I 
would not want to be restricted to running on logging roads so please don’t think that a motorcycle rider is 
going to be happy if you take away their technical trails and give them logging roads to ride. 

If you want to reduce conflict with OHVs than restricting their use is not the answer. By doing so you are 
simply moving the use from one area and concentrating it in another and that is what I think has brought us 
here in the first place. If you want to decrease conflict than give the OHVs more areas/trails to reduce 
contention/conflict. Keep in mind my point earlier, we want to ride the same trails that you like to 
hike/run/etc. 

Stop the finger pointing at OHVs for trail erosion. As far as I am concerned the majority of damage occurs 
due to over-use, lack of water management (run-off), or trail design. For example, hikers have the least 
impact but I can easily point you to hiking only trails that have as much damage as an OHV trail due to 
over-use and run-off. The increase in OHV is a fact. This in large part due to the increase in families that 
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enjoy OHV recreation. However, due to the limited trails available to OHV and concentration of users on 
these trails is what is leading to erosion and not the OHV user. Increase the trails and decrease the erosion. 

Finally, I am tired of the elitist attitude from other users who treat OHV users like they don’t belong. We do 
belong and it’s time you get over yourself. There are already enough non-multi-use trails/areas that if you 
can’t get along then don’t use multi-use trails. 

 

Greg 

newmaniac@ymail.com 

Submitted on 2013/07/10 at 4:21 pm 

Given that HB 1632 passed, it is important that the State put out clear, easy to access information on 
appropriate OHV use. The State of Idaho does a great job at this. Here are links to examples of user-
friendly information they have produced on OHV use: 

http://www.stayontrails.com/ 

http://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov/sites/default/files/uploads/documents/Recreation/OHV%20Website/Kee
p/OHV_Booklet_2013_small.pdf 

Washington State can do better! We are better…we require helmets! 

 

Sally 

scoop@embarqmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/30 at 4:47 pm 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on trail management issues in Washington State. My husband and I 
are members of Backcountry Horsemen of Washington, and despite his disability, we’ve both put in plenty 
of time on work parties, some of which was on hiker-only trails. I hike, but he can’t. 

We think Backcountry Horsemen does a good job of educating members, and taken as a whole, the group 
does a staggering amount of volunteer trail work. With our expensive horse-hauling rigs and RV’s, we pay 
PLENTY into the NOVA fund, and I’m tired of motorized users claiming that that they are the only 
contributors. They aren’t. ORV clubs need to do a better job of educating their members and reach out to all 
ORV users to persuade them that if riders don’t observe sustainable practices on public land, they will find 
themselves confined to less and less trail opportunity. Perhaps ORV sellers could help point new owners to 
responsible use? 

Muscle-powered recreation enthusiasts in general avoid areas that see heavy motorized use. The role of 
government is to keep everybody happy, i.e. reduce conflict in the backcountry. A friend of mine is a retired 
manager for a large timber company. Just before he retired, he participated in a decision to close ALL of 
that company’s land to ALL users. The reason was that it was easier to exclude everybody than it was to 
allow non-motorized use only. He said there was only one thing wrong with ORV’s: “They don’t come with 
80 acres of your own land to tear around on.” So Good Luck, public land managers! I appreciate your 
dilemma. 

Adequate funding for enforcement is needed. Nobody should go to the trouble to document bad 
backcountry behavior (by any user) only to be told that nothing can be done. Maybe there need to be 
statutory changes. Nobody should be able to sue the state for an accident suffered while recreating on 
public land. 

Anyone who recreates in the backcountry has seen the damage irresponsible use of ORV’s can do. They 
are just not compatible with muscle-powered recreation. The dust alone can be a considerable health 
hazard to horses and riders. (think Green Mountain trail in the Gifford Pinchot, near Keenes Horsecamp . . . 
it’s open to motorcycles, but nearby wilderness trails are not. Compare and contrast.) 
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ORV’s do need more opportunities, because with the marketing behind them, their use will only increase. 
Letting them access old logging roads in less-erodable areas might be one solution, or even opening trails 
to them in areas where timber sales are planned in the near future. Because of their speed, they need lots 
of miles. 

Maybe a front-end sales tax on ORV’s dedicated to a trails (and enforcement) program for their exclusive 
use would help. 

For the record, we DO own a ORV, and we do use it daily . . . on our own property. 

I agree with the comment I saw about making sure that horse camps are reserved for horse use. That’s 
something government can do. If somebody is camped in a horse camp without a horse, and a horse user 
shows up, the horse user should be able to “bump,” them. Horses have special needs and the camp was 
built to accommodate them. I’ve helped build some of them. I also agree with the comment that horse 
opportunities need a minimum of 12 miles of riding. That keeps my horse busy for around 3 hours at a walk. 

What can government do to keep everybody happy? Recognize that putting everyone on the same trails 
won’t work and fund trail recreation accordingly. The legislature needs to quit diverting money from the 
NOVA fund and stop starving state agencies with a recreation mandate. Washingtonians deserve great 
outdoor recreational opportunities! 

 

T.Marble 

tgmarble@yahoo.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/29 at 4:18 am 

Well, if we must separate user groups…..separate them with EQUAL amounts of land, with equal amenities. 
The ONE consistency I’ve seen in Washington is the denial of use by one (or more) groups to appease 
another group, this is being done due to urban sprawl and mainly hatred. If equestrians, mountain bikers, 
OHV users or hikers are going to be denied use of an area (say with-in X miles of nearest large 
municipality), then they are granted access to another area (with-in X miles of nearest large municipality). If 
an area is deemed off limits to any one (ore more) user group(s), then in equality, the group(s) being denied 
access then gain access to another equally sized area. 

User funding also needs to be established. ORV users and Snowmobilers “tax” themselves to pay for the 
trails and maintenance that they use. Why don’t other user groups do the same? Pay for trail use by the 
mile, day, year…what ever. 

When an area is closed to certain uses, the users being denied access feel victimized and degraded, that is 
no way for land use to make people feel. 

Remember, hikers can go anywhere that anyone else can, other user groups…can not. 

mikef 

Submitted on 2013/06/28 at 9:30 am 

Comment from Gail Garman; submitted by email, posted by the moderator. 

evobunny@comcast.netmailto:evobunny@comcast.net 

Trails in the National Forest are considered “multi-use” trails with the ideal that they should be shared by 
different user groups. However, conflict between user groups can result when the quality of the trail 
experience is diminished by other types of users. One example of such a conflict can be seen with the 
cross-country ski trails. Skiers need safe, well groomed, tracked ski trails for an optimal trail experience. 
However, snowshoers and people with dogs also like to use these trails, and in some places, people with 
“fat” bikes are also allowed on the ski trails. Snowshoes and dogs damage the surface of the ski trails. “Fat” 
bikes, often ride in the center of the trail risking collision with skate skiers. So these different user groups 
have trouble sharing trails. To help resolve this conflict at the Salmon Ridge Trail System, the ski club laid 
out separate snowshoe trails to satisfy the snowshoers and keep them off the ski trails. It’s not a perfect 
solution however, it takes a lot of education (by the user groups), cooperation and good clear trail signs (by 
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the government) so it is clear which trails are intended to be used by one user group or the other. If 
possible, it would be nice if there could be an on site person to help guide users to the appropriate trails – 
either a government person or a volunteer representing a user group. 

So in general, if user groups can share a trail without causing conflict, then I think the best solution is for the 
government to simply posting signs to indicate which user groups are meant to share the trail. User groups 
can encourage sharing these trails by doing education programs in the community and meeting with other 
user groups to resolve conflicts. 

However, if a user group causes trail destruction or simply is not a good fit with other user groups (eg 
horses and motorized bikes) then, the best solution may be to separate user groups by directing each group 
to a trail dedicated for their use. This separation of user groups is done at commercial ski areas, which have 
separate snowshoe trail systems, and dog-friendly trails, but is seldom seen on public trails. If conflicts can 
not be resolved by getting user groups to cooperatively share a trail, then the best solution would seem to 
be separating the user groups. 

Gail Garman, 

Salmon Ridge Coordinator and  WRAC member 

 

Shane Donogh 

facebook.com/shane.donogh x 

shanedonogh@gmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/28 at 9:29 am 

We have so much land in this great state that everyone should be able to share! 2 wheeled off road 
motorcycles have a foot print that is much less than a 4×4, quad, or even a horse. Stop whining about 
“erosion” and “sediment” caused by motorcycles (ever been in the mountains during a rain storm?). If OHV 
users stay on designeated trails and dont ride them out of season the trails will be sustainable for years with 
volunteer work (See Teanaway, Taneum and Naches trail systems, been there for years) 

I know that not all OHV enthusiasts know how to deal with horses or other user groups they may encounter 
on the trail, so I think that information at the trail heads and even signs along multi-use trails that instructs 
people how to properly deal with other user groups is a great idea. 

Open ‘old’ Reiter and the Sultan basin back to single track motorcycles! The only user group that should be 
locked out of the forests are the tweakers and trash dumpers, and those that don’t stay on designated trails 
(this requires enforcment, which DNR failed to do at Reiter for years, which is why it was ultimatly stolen 
from OHV users). However, locking out OHV users of the areas they have used for years only creates 
outlaw riders that ride them anyways (see no enforcment) and/or more congestion of other OHV areas AND 
shared use trails, inherintly creating more danger and coflict for non-OHV and OHV users alike. In all my 
years of riding dirtbikes at Reiter I never once had any negative encounters with other trail users. I HAVE 
been threatend by tweakers with guns out there more than once, but who gets kicked out of the forest? 
Family OHV enthusiasts 

It comes down to common courtesy and an understanding that everyone deserves accses to our public 
lands. 

 

AC 

anthony.cree@gmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/27 at 2:09 pm 

Hikers: show tolerance for every other use group. 
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MTB: Slow down a bit on multi use trails. Don’t skid around every corner (Ranger Creek last week, for 
instance, had fresh ruts from skidding on EVERY corner). Leave the bike park mentality in the bike park, it 
doesn’t belong on multi use trails 

Equestrians: Expect to see other users and train your horse accordingly. Clean up after yourselves, parking 
lots shouldn’t be full of horse manure. Neither should trails. 

Motorcycles: Put a quiet muffler and a trials tire on. Hiker intolerance is your worst enemy, the fringe 
element within your own ranks is your second worse enemy. 

Government: recognize that you represent all recreation groups, not just hikers. Structure funding on an 
equitable basis. For example. The Discover pass would make a lot more sense as a per user fee, rather 
than as a per car parking fee. Generally quit screwing everyone but hiking groups. 

 

John 

ladmo@comcast.net 

Submitted on 2013/06/26 at 9:51 am 

Question A – the user group umbrella organizations need to prioritize educating their groups on the 
importance of working together for more access for everyone. Unfortunately, it is my impression that in 
some cases the leadership of the umbrella organizations believe in further opposing the other groups. 

Question B – There are certain accepted “Truths” the groups have for each other which have varying 
amounts of accuracy. It would help to try to get some impartial facts to either prove or disprove some of 
these commonly held “Truths”. The people that make decisions regarding land use need to use facts rather 
than emotionalism and false truths when deciding important issues. 

Here’s a list off the top of my head of some of the “Truths” I’ve encountered. 

Mountain bikers never yield to other users. 

Horse riders never clean up after their horses – move the poop off the trail. 

All hikers are selfish and want the trails to themselves and won’t share with anyone. 

Horses are by far the most destructive users on the trails (excepting motorized users) 

Horse riders never do trail work (at least in the Puget Sound Region). 

Motorized users deserve to be on all trails because their gas and vehicle taxes pay the majority of the cost. 

The only reason more state lands are not made available to the public is because the state land managers 
are lazy and do not want to create more work for themselves. 

Mountain bikers are a bunch of lawless hoodlums. 

Right now, the users groups are more polarized than they should be due to lack of understanding each 
other. Facilitating greater understanding between the groups would help the groups understand their 
common goals rather than keep people focused on half truths and outright falsehoods. Always remember 
though that for some users, they will focus on the negative no matter what the truth really is. When 
decisions are made, those extreme viewpoints should be considered for what they are (worthless). 

 

John 

twitter.com/moosefish x 

john@moosefish.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/26 at 9:51 am 

I agree that there is a significant difference between motorized and non-motorized use. I’m a hiker and tend 
not to favor areas that are heavily used for motorized recreation. By encouraging users to choose 
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destinations and routes based on current usage (motorized vs non-motorized vs whatever) they will be less 
likely to come into conflict. 

Restrictions on trail use should be based on common values and trail sustainability. A motorized vehicle 
may cause too much damage to a wet-area trail and hikers on a motorized trail may pose a safety hazard. 
In some cases, alternating days for different uses might be possible. The Middle Fork (of the Snoqualmie) 
trail alternated bicycle days with non-bicycle days to lessen safety and conflict issues. 

 

audra 

aadelberger@yahoo.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/26 at 8:35 am 

I agree with Kathleen. We need to respect the reasons different groups of people want to get outdoors. As 
others have said, it looks like there’s enough land for a wide variety of trails and experiences. We’re not 
arguing about “elites” here, it seems to me, but about what it means to share something. We have separate 
urban spaces for different types of activities –think schools, malls, residential areas, and so on– and yet we 
still “share” the city–think roads, civic spirit, elections. We can do the same in non-urban areas: share them 
by agreeing on what activities get separate spaces and which ones are to be used by all. 

 

Lori Flemm 

loriflemm@live.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/25 at 10:08 pm 

Question A: User groups need only live by the golden rule, “Do unto others as you would have others do 
unto you.” 

Question B: The government can’t fix this problem until each user respects other users’ rights to the trail. 

 

David LeBlanc 

david@trottingfool.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 10:34 pm 

I’ve been on trails shared with just about any type of user, and have seen mostly courteous behavior. If 
people behave, we can all share, unless the trail just isn’t passable. I do think the motorized users have a 
bigger challenge – they account for the few instances of outright malicious behavior I’ve seen, and they 
move a lot faster than anyone else. They’re also more likely to accidentally frighten other users. It is 
probably best for them to have their own space, or at least make sure trails are well signed as shared so 
everyone can be careful. 

As to how everyone can get along, I’ll echo what some of the others have said – work together on trail 
projects. All the non-motorized users have more in common than not. Some education is sometimes in 
order, especially in more urban areas – I’ve seen cyclists put themselves and equestrians in a lot of danger 
through sheer ignorance. A simple “Hi horsey!” can make a huge difference. 

Some trails just aren’t passable by a horse or a bicycle – it is fine for those to be hiker only. Others should 
only be reserved for single use for cause, or if equal areas are reserved for each type of user. 

 

Janice Baker 

wannnabafarm@yahoo.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 9:26 pm 
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Last year while riding our horses on Mt. Spokane, we had a Mountain biker come off of a switchback and 
was on top of us before we even heard him… It was scary for us, (and we are not novice riders.) and also 
for our horses.. 

We had never gave it any thought when we started this ride, about a Bike Rider coming out of No place, 
and putting us both off the trail.. It was pretty shocking. 

I have always been for sharing the wonderful resource’s of our most beautiful State. But after this incident 
happening, what would solve this issue, to make all party’s happy? As Riders it makes one very uneasy at 
this issue happening again, while enjoying our horse back outing.. If that had happened to a Novice Rider, 
or Riders and green Horses it would have had a terrible ending… So hopefully the area’s need to be spit, or 
some kind of warning , of the danger, of Bikes and Horses… 

Safety needs to be addressed, for all, and showing respect for others would go along ways on both sides of 
the issue. 

 

darcy 

djmitchem@hotmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 8:00 pm 

1–What can groups/individuals do? 

Personally, I mostly hike, but I also work with tourism, land access and rural economic development issues. 
Our county would love to have a motorized trail component–but there truly is a bias against this (ATV, 4×4, 
snowmobile etc). Part of it is the Puget Sound (urban) centered state we live in. Things to improve this: I am 
saddened that WTA has a non-motorized only bent, and sends out mailers/email/surveys hashing on 
motorized. We need a group that advocates for ALL trails anywhere. Look at what WTA working with 
Backcountry horse has been able to do for trails. If that synergy added motorized, imagine what good could 
happen. Currently, each group picks their type of activity and has their own lobbyist. Our state government 
is so lobbyist-centered that individuals really don’t have a voice. All trail activists need to stick together and 
unite for trails. I talked to our US Rep. who was very impressed when ALL user groups, motorized and non, 
combined to promote federal dollars for trails. 

I like the previous ideas about a sit-down or picnic with all users getting to know each other to find common 
ground. Maybe joint motorized-horse-hiker work parties on the same trails could build a coalition. Courtesy 
on the trail, and mentoring young hikers/riders on trail etiquette goes a long way to solving the problem. 
Hikers need to work on tolerance–do trail apples really don’t hurt anything? Does hearing a motor really ruin 
the whole day?–and motorized needs to be extra carful to stay on trails, and out of water. Everyone should 
make a commitment this year to try the type of trail recreation they do not like. If you hike, try a motorcycle 
or 4-wheeler. If you ride, go for a hike or horseback ride. Who knows, you might find a new passion. 

2–What can the government do. 

Turn roads into multi-use trails instead of a line of tank traps. Get easements to landlocked public land. 
Change the property tax law to strongly encourage timber companies with millions of acres to keep free 
public access. Train new employees to respect and value all types of recreation–hunting, 4X4, snowmobile, 
ATV, everything. (A lot of the colleges have that same “humans are bad and touching the ground is bad” 
type of bias.) Audit the NOVA program and the RCO looking for bias, waste, and inconsistencies. Use best 
management practices instead of wasteful reviews to put more funds on the ground. Change the union-
protection laws so volunteers can do essential services. Simplify passes. Review all regulations making 
certain they are absolutely necessary today. Stop with the environmental guilt-for-being-alive already–the 
real problem is not “stepping off the trail” or camping without a permit but a lack of people who care. 

Both groups: Promote an excise tax on outdoor equipment (similar to successful hunting/fishing model) 
dedicated to on-the-ground trails/facilities. 

 

Chris Marsh 
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thehouseofccccc@msn.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 6:46 pm 

oh and finally, open all the Public and private forest land to everyone. If you open all the foothill roads back 
up, you will find that the high country stuff will become less populated because we won’t have to go so far 
away from home to enjoy our hobbie. 

Thanks, 

 

Chris Marsh 

thehouseofccccc@msn.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 6:42 pm 

I feel with all the discrimination towards Off Road Users that there won’t be a non-governmental solution to 
the problem. From comments I read from this discussion and previous discussions, I laugh when I hear that 
OHV’s are loud and stinky, comments from horse owners…..I am not sure if they have ever noticed that 
their poo does stink just like everyone else’s. Hikers don’t like us because we are motoring in the 
backwoods, but they are so inclined to drive….though the woods, to get to there hiking destination, seems 
Ironic. Mountain bikers just want to be able to have their own place to go and not care about the site seeing 
that us OHV users, hikers and horseback riders tend to like to do. I personally ride motorcycles, quads, and 
drive a 4×4. After I drive which ever vehicle to my desired ending point, I will hike with my kids to see the 
sites. I find that the majority of offroad motorcyclists are very courteous and are most likely to help a person 
in need. Most other OHV users are the same but I have also experienced some bad apples who in my 
opinion act like the Elitist hkers, they have spent thousands of dollars on their 4×4′s and you don’t belong. 
These are all great hobbies for the individual and also family. Ever since they closed Rieter Pit, it seems 
that Friends and families have split apart. It was a Huge Regionally Centrally Located area that could be 
used by all. Many have bought camp lots near there for the reason of the easy access plus there was a lot 
of family activities inside the park as well. The Hikers and Horseback riders killed that. Everywhere that I 
want to go and that I have taken my kids to as have my parents taught me to go is being closed to appease 
the elitists. EVERYONE needs to respect and get along with each other. As another commentor has said 
“QUIT CRIMINALIZING THE OHV USER!!!!!!” 

I also feel that the Government can get involved by telling the elitists Sorry, or better NO! it is not yours….it 
is the publics. Providing more law inforcement managing the parking lots. This heroin, crackhead epidemic 
is getting very tiresome and if the goverment can go in and target a terrorist from thousand of miles 
away…..they need to stop these thugs and terroists. Washington State government needs to manage it’s 
money better so they don’t have to steal from what the monies were intended for. If Seattle wants a new 
tunnel…..they can pay for it, not the whole state. Mercer Island uses the I-90 bridge not the citizens of 
Spokane, so I am sorry put a toll on the bridge don’t raise my gas taxes to appease the legislator that 
represents the Island. This society needs to be funded by user base. I should pay useage tax on my 
vehicles and not overcharged on a motorhome that gets driven two to five times a year. This states 
government should stop spending millions of dollars on consultants to tell a group if a project is feasable or 
not. There are plenty of engineers on staff that I am sure would love a good project and their salary is 
already in the budget. Quit killing areas with beaucracy, over-engineering, and get rid of the safety bubble 
that we are all being forced to live in. I was once was told……if you are going to be stupid, you best be 
tough. Quit paying out to ignorant sue happy people. If I die because I crashed, 1.) it was more than likely it 
was MY fault. 2.) I died happy. Some families are just not ment for adventure and maybe they need to 
realize it and stay home and not sue because they did not have adaquate warning…….you must assume 
that you are in the wilderness, you must be a suvivor or learn to survive. 

This government needs to learn to say no to the wrong people, not the right. 

 

Mike McGlenn 

mike@mikemcglenn.com 
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Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 4:32 pm 

I too am a Back Country Horseman as are several others noted in the comments. As to question A: The 
user groups can and should do joint/collaborative projects. When a money issue comes up the agency in 
question will be much more interested in helping if it sees a cohesive group of users not just one special 
interest group. In addition, each group brings a different skill set. The hikers learned some years ago that to 
get volunteers to work beyond about 3 miles from the trail head was very difficult. Now BCHW partners with 
WTA to pack in their tools, food and camp 6, 8 10 or whatever miles. The workers hike in light and get the 
work done. BCHW then goes in and packs it all out to the trailhead on horses and mules. A win deal for all. 
Something to remember, if a horse can’t negotiate a trail often neither can a hiker or biker. So the sharing is 
beneficial for all parties. 

In Georgia the BCH group and several others came up with a COTRAIL plan. The USFS helped and 
eventually it won a national award for innovation in trail work. You should be able to find it on the internet. 

Have a meet, eat and greet work party. Roger in his comments talks about the Blanchard Mountain. This is 
a DNR location. Each group comes to work on the trail and trailheads at least one day a year. I think about 
100 showed up this year. The horses pack things up to the work spot. The hikers and bikers get to where 
they need to be. Some group volunteers the food and prep for it. At the end of the day they ALL have 
learned how much can be accomplished working together. 

We at BCH of Whatcom County have had the opportunity to talk at the Bikers meetings, we have invited 
them to meet with us. These meetings help each side to see that we really aren’t so different. 

Question B. The government. 

The agencies need to openly acknowledge that all user groups exist and not keep noting only a few of 
them. There are hikers, bikers, equestrians and others. The photos in their brochures need to show all 
types so that a user hiker in say the North Cascade park when looking at the information will see that they 
might meet a horse on a shared trail. The trailheads need the nearly universal signs showing how the trail 
sharing should work. They can provide the leadership person to make sure the work is done to the correct 
standard. 

There was a program some years ago with the MBSNF where the Ranger could issue a crew leader card to 
qualified volunteers. This cut back on the manpower and money problems of the agency. The volunteer 
crew leader could take the project on and get it done without there needing to be an agency person on site 
all the time. This would be useful now when the agencies are not getting budget money to manage or work 
their projects. 

Horse riding and hiking are quiet recreation. Both parties travel at about 3 – 4 miles per hour. This is what 
most of the current trails were designed and built for. Mountain biking is by advertisement, observation and 
emails a thrill sport. Over time the government agencies need to address this from a safety standpoint. For 
the thrill aspect of the bike sport someplace other than the traditional 3 -4 mile per hour trail needs to be 
available. 

Courtesy and respect for others definitely needs to be reinstated in our lives. 

 

Jack 

horsedoc@rainierconnect.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 12:59 pm 

We as a group (Backcountry Horseman, mountain bikers, hikers (WA Trails Assoc.) and even ATV 
enthusiast have all joined together to put on twelve Eagle Scout projects that improve trails for all users. All 
it takes is farsighted people to show how working together benifits all user groups and the Eagle Scouts as 
well. 

Unfortunatly the politians keep stealing the funds that should go toward trail maintenance, which causes all 
groups to compete for funding. By solving that problem some of the conflict would be decreased significally. 
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Herb Gerhardt 

hgerhardt@wavecable.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 11:58 am 

Michael requested that I explain what a Focus Group which I used in my previous post is and how it works. 

Here in our Mason/Kitsap County areas we have what we call a Focus Group which is comprised of all user 
groups like 4×4, Quads, Motorcycle, mountain bike, horse, hunters, fishermen, hikers and individuals who 
are concerned about our DNR Managed Lands in our area. We generally meet on the first Thursday of the 
month except for summer months in open public meetings and our local DNR Rec Manager discusses the 
issues at hand which will or do affect our recreational opportunities. These include Events (ORV and Non-
ORV) in which 25+ people plan to participate in, Timber Sale plans which may affect existing trails therefore 
impacting the recreational users and other things like enforcement, camping, trash, safety, wetland and 
wildlife issues. 

When any user has specific access, facilities, trails camping or any other concerns, they can discuss them 
at an open forum and the USERS present will come up with recommendations to DNR as to how they, the 
users, want these resolved. The DNR Rec Manager asks what all the users think about the topic and then 
calls for a consensus vote as to what actions/rules the users want DNR to take. 

We have used this process now for around 20 years it works really well and I recommend it for all recreation 
areas to hash out and resolve conflicts between users. I think this process would also work very well in 
areas where large Federal land owners and private timber companies allow recreation to come up with 
agreeable rules that everyone can live with. 

 

Kathleen 

mksmith@olypen.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 11:54 am 

It is apparent that motorized and non-motorized user groups do not have shared values. Therefore, we can 
save time by not arguing values. Equestrians, hikers, mountain bikers value quiet, visual enjoyment of 
natural habitat, and viewing wildlife up close. 

ORV users are seeking varied motorized experiences in back country areas away from paved roads. These 
users do not object to loud motor noise and are not bothered by gasoline ordors of exhaust fumes. They 
appear to prefer a faster mode of travel. 

 

It is reasonable for these two user groups to have separate access to separate trail systems. The two user 
groups – motorized and non-motorized are simply not compatible. While I personally regret the amount of 
noise in our world and dislike the destruction of habitat, nontheless, ORV users wish an experience with 
motors that is off-road. 

That a good deal of our nation is already committed to noise and motorized vehicles; and since hiking, 
biking and horseback riding are means of quiet enjoyment of nature, and are much valued by an aging 
population as well and younger age groups, as well as a preponderance of people seeking quiet and a 
retreat to natural beauty; we can best be served by separating the user groups . 

Signage pointing out respectful, responsible behaviors would be helpful. But definitely separate the 
motorized from non-motorized users. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

 

Don Larson 

larson_don@hotmail.com 
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Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 11:13 am 

What can user groups do on their own? – Understand and accept the various users needs with an 
understanding that there is room for everyone in this state. Just like there are different “types” or “classes” 
of NON-motorized users, there are different “types” or “classes” of motorized users. I think that many NON-
motorized users don’t see the difference between a light weight two wheeled motorcycle and a 4 wheeled 
ATV or Jeep. Offroad motorcyclists primarily enjoy single track trail, the same trails desired by Equine, MTB 
and Hikers. Understanding amongst users that single track trails are used by motorcyclists that have no 
desire to ride quad or jeep trails, (or forest roads), would be a start in identifying the reason for conflict on 
multi use trails. I can assure alot of Hikers that many of the trails that you hike on today were originally built 
by cross country motorcyclists. Offroad motorcyclists can cover 70+ miles of single track in a day and see 
everything TO INCLUDE wild animals such as goats, deer, elk, bear, etc…. (For those that think wild 
animals are “run off” by motorized users). 

There are so many acres and square miles out there of available resources that there should not be any 
conflict. Multi-use trail systems can work with the understanding that “multiple uses” are occuring… and to 
the claims of safety issues – How bout we start with facts and statisticts? I have been riding single track 
multi-use trails for 30+ years and have never even heard of an accident between a motorized and non-
motorized user? If non-motorized users want to use a trail system specific to their use, they should be able 
to and as such, a motorized user should be able to find a single track trail system that they can use 
specifically as well…. the resources and space are there!!!! But to go out on a multi-use trail system and 
immediately start complaining about one particular user group is short sighted atleast…. I have also heard 
the excuse of noise and the fact that non motorized users do not get “peaceful enjoyment” that apparently 
they are entitled to and to that I think many motorized users will admit that more education is needed in 
keeping our machines quiet. There are state and federal laws that can easily be enforced on the trail and 
the vast majority of motorcyclists are keeping the dB levels well below the legal limits but to put things in 
perspective as non motorized users, you will also hear aircraft while in the outdoors, probably more often 
than you will hear an ORV. 

So… Understanding the needs of the different users amongst users, tolerance amongst users, proper trail 
etiquette, etc…. 

What can the government do? – First and foremost, quit bowing down to elitist hiking and environmental 
groups that are anti-access. Make sure that lobbysits and/or special interests are not employed by the 
forest managers!!! Cut through the red tape and be able to open up new opportunities to user groups that 
are motivated to make such opportunities work. Allowing elitists to green wash a situation and say that 
allowing different or multiple uses is bad for the environment without producing science or even common 
sense to the argument has to stop…. the threat of a law suit needs to be eliminated. 

Restore the NOVA allocations to their original intent. 

Start taxing bicycles, horses and hiking boots just like ORV’s are currently taxed. This funding can be used 
accordingly and then these user groups can also become a self funded form of recreation just like ORV 
users. 

Quit closing gates and shutting out the public. Provide more enforcement and for Pete’s sake start acting on 
tips and evidence of illegal activity when a recreational user presents… (I actually gave a name and 
address on some mail and check book that I found at the bottom of a pile of household garbage at a Reiter 
clean up, to a DNR enforcement officer who looked me right in the face and told me they could not do 
anything with it?!?!?!) When people understand there are consequences they are less likely to commit 
crimes against the forest and we can start unlocking all fo these big ugly yellow gates! 

Thanks. 

 

Rod Farlee 

rodfarlee@olypen.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 10:58 am 
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David Hiatt, the 2002 NOVA fuel use study found that ORV use contributed only 20% of revenues (80% 
USFS/NPS road use and gas tax revenue is by hikers and stock users accessing trailheads and 
campgrounds), but ORV facilities benefit from the majority of NOVA expenditures. 

I support your goal of more ORV opportunites, but the facts don’t support your contention that ORV use is 
being shorted by NOVA. See http://www.wta.org/action/current-issues/nova updated by 
http://www.rco.wa.gov/documents/manuals&forms/Manual_13-NOVA-EE.pdf page 10. 

 

tchrlady 

eileennpeter50@comcast.net 

Submitted on 2013/06/24 at 10:34 am 

First, thank you for asking us! 

In your conversation so far, you have expressed frustration about the various trails user groups not 
cooperating. Q1How would you fix this problem? Q2What are the things user groups can do to fix this 
problem on their own without asking government to help? 

Answer to Q1-2: I would ask ambassadors from each group ( people unafraid of conflict and excellent 
speaking skills to go attend the meetings of the *other groups*, example: I am an equestrian ( Pacific 
Northwest Endurance Rides, American Endurance Ride Conference, Back Country Horsemen and 
Washington) and have an explicit enduring interest in using and sharing trails; I could find like-minded folks 
in MY groups to attend meetings of hikers, mt bikers, and motorized vehicle groups so I would then 
understand their worldview and share mine on their turf. From there we could continue to share and air 
issues and be more cohesive in nature when supporting the creation and maintenance of outdoor trails for 
all of our usage. This could also serve as education for all of us as we learn what the other group values 
and hear what they think about our choice of recreation. I would love it if we were explicitly invited to those 
local/regional meetings. I am unsure of where to find the meetings, thus see my answer to the next Q 

Q3: What are the things government can do to fix (or help fix) this problem? 

Government could help with ensuring all user groups are heard ( example, DNR’s Capitol Forest 
management plan) for all management issues. Government could also help with having links on sites about 
recreational lands TO the user groups websites so we could have easy access to meetings and contacts for 
the user groups; it would help with group usage cohesion. In addition, government could also publish 
educational treatises created by each user group that shows what they do and value. 

 

Linda Roe 

lzroe1951@msn.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/23 at 7:57 pm 

Motorized users and non motorized users need to stay separated. For areas that are contested so much 
maybe an shared use, but on different days, would work. Even numbered days, one group, odd days 
another. Cooperating on trail maintenance and cleaning up trash would go a long way toward getting your 
particular user group some PR with other user groups and government agencies. 

 

Lloyd Gelentere 

lloydkgh@gmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/23 at 3:35 pm 

Keep motorized vechicle trails separate from horse riders,bikers and hikers.Allow motorize vechicles to use 

logging roads or forrestry roads.Stop pulling out culverts and blocking these roads.By blocking these roads 
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motor bikes have no place to go except on trails 

 

Erik B 

mrairrikk@yahoo.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/23 at 10:16 am 

The issue I have with other users groups is that they use lies and threat of court action if the govt agencies 
(fs, blm, dnr) allow motorized user groups to try and expand their ever dwindling trail system. And as most 
everyone knows the govt agencies will back down at any threat of court action. 

If all user groups can not get along and figure out a sensible plan of the public lands that all tax paying 
users pay for, then no one should be allowed. 

Not everyone can hike or bike or ride horses. 

 

Roger B Nelson 

rogerramjet1961@hotmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/23 at 9:46 am 

Hi my name is Roger Nelson,I belong to a organization called Backcountry Horsemen Of Washington here 
is a perfect example of different user groups working together on June 1st of the last few years is National 
Trail Days and all these different user groups work together on different trails and projects ours happen to 
be at Blanchard Trail system in Alger Wa.outside off Bellingham,we haul gravel with our stock with L boards 
and five gallon buckets and gravel bags the animals are packing two hundred pounds of gravel each horse 
or mule carries to the trail where it is needed,also we work with the U.S.F.S.,we work with this federal 
agency and hiking clubs to pack in their camping supplies and food and tools to work on trails. 

 

Herb Gerhardt 

hgerhardt@wavecable.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/23 at 9:32 am 

In our Mason/Kitsap county areas, I do not believe we really have such disagreements do to the 
cooperative efforts of the user groups who attend the Tahuya/Green Mountain DNR Focus Group Meetings. 
We hash out disagreements at this Focus Group and generally come up with an agreeable solution. 

Furthermore, I do agree with using NOVA funds for DNR grant projects and Education/Enforcement. I 
encourage more Focus Groups for more local lands to resolve disagreements between user groups. 

 

Tricia Ann Foster 

Triciaann777@yahoo.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/23 at 9:24 am 

FS/DNR/WA St Parks can have patrons sign respect contracts (such as pack it in pack it out/No dumping) 
and liability waivers and RE-OPEN the closed roads Such as in the Sultan Basin. There are 1000′s of miles 
of DNR/forest service roads ORV’s could ride on. ORV’s riders should petition areas they need, especially 
locations where there are not already hiking trails to lakes/lookout towers etc. Insist/demand refunds until 
you get an appropriate location in Wa. I heard there is only one and its dangerously erroded. Respect gets 
respect, most of the time. 

Tricia Ann Foster 
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Triciaann777@yahoo.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/23 at 9:03 am 

I hike/bike to the right of the road/trail, unless it is not safe to do so. If there is a hiker/walker on the forest 
service road I slow down/stay to the right. Horses wont get along well with mountain bikes. Agressive off 
leash dogs or dogs that poop on the trail are not going to get along with me. Citing/penalizing disrespect for 
keeping a trail clean could help prevent some future problems. 

Kevin, 

Forest service trail maps show which trails are meant for speciffic user groups. Not all trails are on the 
maps, but I’ve noticed since 1992 that alot of ‘hiking only trails’ cannot be biked due to the rough/awkward 
narrow rocky areas filled w/ tree roots trails, not to mention elevation. 

The US Forest service sells the maps that appears to ‘exclude’ user groups/separate user groups. 

I think US forest service is part of the gov. 

 

Tootie Crowson 

crowson2@comcast.net 

Submitted on 2013/06/23 at 8:59 am 

I would like to see boldly lettered signs which say the site is for horse camping only in horse camps. 

Also we could use informational signage educating bike riders as too how too conduct themselves when the 
trails are shared by users riding horses. My concern is that the bike riders goal is to challenge themselves 
by going as fast as they can. When they come upon a horse this is very dangerous. 

Perhaps changing the user groups mix by combining bikes and ATVs, instead of bikes and horses would 
solve the problem. 

I believe these issues can be addressed without government intervention. 

 

Larry Beardslee 

larry__beardslee@hotmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/22 at 9:34 pm 

We share the planet, we can share the trails.. All hikers can use all trails, but some are for the exclusive use 
of the elite. I encourage complainers or those observing bad behavior to photograph (even with cell phone) 
and send in to our trail website. Few want their behavior recorded. 

See first 2 paragraphs of Dave Hiatt’s letter. 

Application for NOVA funds now requires a staff or consultant–much too burdensome. 

 

Al Pelletier 

sekiusweep@gmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/22 at 5:24 pm 

For areas where there is high demand for different and non compatible usage, groups may need to agree to 
a reservation system and perhaps even a lottery system to accommodate each other. User fees would be 
appropriate, as the constant use will likely require constant maintenance. It’s not like in mountain man days, 
but large events can be scheduled well in advance . 
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If the fuel taxes apply to “publicly funded roads and highways,” and if ORV trail construction and 
maintenance is publicly funded, maybe the fuel tax exemption no longer applies. If people can afford to burn 
up fifty gallons of fuel a day, another $5 in fuel tax won’t make them stay home, or ruin their outing. 

Hunters are accustomed to paying special “tags” to hunt in some specific areas. They also pay daily permit 
fees to private landowners. This isn’t my dream of the “wild west”, but we would not be having this 
discourse if demand did not exceed enjoyable usage of some public lands. 

 

Linda McAskill 

lmcask1@aol.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/22 at 5:22 pm 

Safety and not destroying the land..frightening off all the natural animals should be a priority. I am a fan of 
any non motorized use. hikers, equestrian, and bikers. Keep them all involved in maintaining the trails and 
camping areas. Trails signs sure would be appreciated and help encourage “Go Play Outside! keep our 
generation and the younger ones to go outside and enjoy the fabulous opportunties on public land. Keep in 
mind 10% of any group are usually complainers. 

 

Kevin McGrath 

reliable.kevin@gmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/22 at 3:15 pm 

This is a simple issue of basic courtesy that is easily resolved by the users. They must share the trails with 
other user groups and stop maneuvering to exclude others from the resources. Government can help by 
providing some leadership and discouraging those who would exclude another group. 

This does not mean there cannot be specialized trails or areas. However, when one user group has access 
to almost all public lands and fights to deny ever decreasing areas to others, it will lead to ever increasing 
contempt for those users and the system which supports their exclusion of others. 

 

Dave Hiatt 

dhiatt07@gmail.com 

Submitted on 2013/06/22 at 3:06 pm 

Answer to question A – 

Pressure the hiking elitists to agree to the sharing of desirable public lands with equestrians, mountain 
bicycles and OHVs. Add this pressure by insisting that land management reward the users who will share 
public lands by providing them with more opportunity while removing opportunity from hiking elitists who 
refuse to share and instead whine until they get their way, i.e. reward cooperation and penalize selfishness. 

Answer to question B – 

The solutions are available if the legislators in Olympia will support the State Constitution as they have 
sworn to do. Gas taxes for fuel use on other than State funded roads and highways is to be refunded to 
users per the WA State Constitution. 

NOVA (Nonhighway Offroad Vehicle Activities) was created in the early seventies as an aggregation of the 
refund eligible money from ONLY the Off Road Vehicle (4WD, ATV & Dirt Bike) users. The 1972-73 ATV 
fuel use study estimated 4.6% of the state fuel tax to be produced by ALL nonhighway vehicle use, e.g. 
ORVs On & Off nonhighway roads + street legal vehicle operation ON Nonhighway Roads to hiking trail 
heads, scenic areas, hunting, fishing, berry picking, etc. The ORV users gave up their State Constitutional 
right to an individual refund of their personal nonhighway & off-road gas tax refund moneys in exchange for 
this legislation (creating NOVA) that was to benefit only them via their 1% of the overall 4.6%. 
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Unconstitutional legislative action has subsequently arbitrarily capped the 1% at significantly less than 1% 
of the gas tax. Other legislative actions at the behest of anti-access, anti-motorized, anti-shared use, paid 
lobbyists and biased IAC (now RCO) staff stole a large percentage of the NOVA funds for non-motorized 
use. See my prior posts for details. 

The solution is to have the RCO and all Off & On nonhighway road (NHR) users support returning a full 1% 
to benefit (see recent JLARC report) its rightful owners, the ORV users. The RCO should then work with the 
On NHR users to obtain their own funding from the remaining 3.6% of the Nonhighway Onroad use instead 
of stealing from the ORV users. 

We should also end the DNR’s skim of approximately 36% of the NOVA funds right off the top as they have 
continually reduced or eliminated ORV use on DNR lands, are now directly charging for access to DNR 
lands and should no longer have these funds. 

A true 1% of the gas tax for ONLY the NOVA (Offroad) ORV trail users and proper allocation of the other 
3.6% of the gas tax from Nonhighway Onroad use for non-motorized trail users will provide adequate 
funding if the appropriate users are allowed to select where those funds are utilized, i.e. user control, NOT 
RCO control. 


